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By Michael McGriff

Copper Canyon Press, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book. It s
[McGriff s] language that keeps you reading along, transfixed. --New York Times Book Review A
lyricist at heart, McGriff is a masterful maker of metaphor. --Third Coast McGriff s vivid grit remains
hard to gainsay. --Publishers Weekly A book-length sequence inspired by the Nazi-persecuted
German Expressionist painter Karl Hofer s work, McGriff s third collection meditates on eros,
cosmology, independence, provenance, occupied territories, and deviance. Detailed yet
indeterminately American landscapes flood with surrealist dream imagery and subtle violence,
while the voice of these poems intertwines between the intimately personal and the honestly
imagined--all while remaining plainspoken, angular, direct. From Cosmology The river moves
beneath the sheet ice. The wind is a grand hall of records. In the recipe box above the refrigerator,
the deathbed photos of four generations-- somewhere, their hands have turned to prime numbers.
Michael McGriff is the author of three books of poetry and an acclaimed collection of short stories,
Our Secret Life in the Movies. His writing has appeared in The New York Times, Poetry, Bookforum,
The Believer, Tin House, American Poetry Review, and on NPR s Weekend Edition Sunday and...
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Undoubtedly, this is the best job by any article writer. This really is for all those who statte that there was not a worth reading. I am very easily can get a
enjoyment of reading a published pdf.
-- Rowena  Lea nnon-- Rowena  Lea nnon

Good e-book and helpful one. It can be writter in basic phrases rather than confusing. I realized this ebook from my i and dad recommended this book to
find out.
-- O z ella  B a tz-- O z ella  B a tz
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